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Meeting Point!
Greetings. Happy to meet you all once again. This is a season of
OLYMPICS and world over I could sense JOSH of this event. What I experience is people
had become more AUTOMATED MACHINES that only few in a large population are
spending time to watch and enjoy. As a young boy myself I saw the intensity of this event
had been very high comparatively then than what it is today. What is more important to
question oursleves is that” have we pledged our leisure for something else?” If so then it
is time now for us to take account of this. Everyone of us know what is important is to
lead a life of fulfillment in its basic step. It is okay to spend time together and watch and
enjoy with family and friends. Let us become human to enjoy every moment we live.
This issue is very special as we have six articles contributed by practitioners and
professionals in their field. My sincere thanks for their contributions and to mention here
to our Co Editor Narinder Kaur, She will be helping me in the process. Yes we are gaining
strength and momentum. I am sure that every article will help readers to think, learn,
have new ideas and apply the techniques in their lives. We invite your suggestions and
feedbacks. You can reach us at info@basixinc.org. Have a wonderful life ahead C.J.Jeyachander

NLP is an attitude and a methodology
that leaves behind a trail of techniques
– Dr.Richard Bandler
NLP is about what you want and how
you can achieve. - C.J.Jeyachander.

Body – Mind – Spirit
You are not an illusion of MAGIC you are a MIRACLE being!

TECHNIQUE #1
ANXIETY BANISHER
Anxiety Vs Calmness. Both are state of
mind. Anxiety is a state where the mind
is restless with lots of thoughts going
on. One is anxious about what might
happen?

Internal Experience
The human is composed of systems.
There are three major systems which can be further classified into subsystems.
They are 1) Body 2) Mind 3) Soul.
When we say Internal Experience it pertains to the system of the MIND.
When you ask what NLP is? NLP is the study of subjective experience in a human.
Internal experience is how we perceive and feel. We act based on our perception of the
information we receive from the environment.
NLP says our experience has a structure. If we know the structure then it becomes easy for
us to take control of the way we think and behave.
Perception:
Perception
Let us understand the meaning of “Perception”

There is lot of confusion within oneself.
Mind is going on and on. How to stop?
Here is the technique:
1)

Sit comfortably and do five
cycles of inhalation and
exhalation.

2)

Become aware of your body.
You can become aware of
your body part by part.

3)

Once again Inhale and exhale
for 5 times.

4)

Become aware of your body.

5)

When you had done this you
can find your thoughts
slowing down. Become aware
of this.

6)

Here you are using your
natural breath as well as your
thought to detach. If the
anxious is conditioned then
that will over power you so
you need to be patient.

7)

Once calm bring that
situation in mind and see that
you have gone through that
moment. Hear sounds from
around you and inside you.
Once the situation had
passed how do you feel now.
Make a note of this feeling
and stay here.

8)

Make a mental note of what
happened. And think of what
resources you are lacking and
get those resources. Open
your eyes and relax

pəˈsɛpʃ(ə)n/
noun
noun: perception; plural noun: perceptions
The ability to see, hear, or become aware of something through the senses.
"The normal limits to human perception"
Awareness of something through the senses.
"The perception of pain"
The neurophysiologic processes, including memory, by which an organism
becomes aware of and interprets external stimuli.
The way in which something is regarded, understood, or interpreted.
"Hollywood's perception of the tastes of the American public"
Intuitive understanding and insight.
Source – Google Search
As you can see there are various meanings provided for this word. So if we can sum it up, it
is a way of awareness through senses where something is regarded, understood and / or
interpreted. Perception is a process. The outcome of perception is our understanding and
how we feel. Feeling determines our action, the behaviour part.

Intersection of MINDS makes
the difference…

PHYSICAL WELLBEING

NLP – Neuro Linguistic Programming
The whole process can be summed up as:
PERCEPTION -FEELING-ACTION
When we say there is a structure for subjective experience then the way we perceive has a
structure too. When we have a better understanding, we feel better which leads to better
actions.
When we don’t understand or when our understanding is not proper then we don’t feel
good which naturally leads to improper action or no action. This is the difference between
people who behave appropriately and those who behave inappropriately.

Body is a machine and it needs
maintenance.
I amgine what would happen to your
car if you had not maintained by giving
it to proper service. If you are one who
don’t give for service then you will
someone who handles crisis all most all
the time in personal and professional
life.
What kind of maintenance ?
1)

Every day movement. This
can be done by walking or
jogging.

2)

Waking up early. Now if you
are working in shifts then
make sure you don’t work out
in un time, meaning 12 am.
You can find time to go for a
walk as well where ever you
are.

3)

Eat sensibly. Make sure that
you don’t include more in
between snacks. Avoid or
reduce oil food.

We are not here to have only appropriate behaviour.
We need behaviours that lead us to SUCCESS.
NLP can be effectively used in counselling and therapy. We can use NLP models and
techniques to restructure the perceptual process. NLP models and techniques are used to
restructure our perceptual process to ACHIEVE SUCCESS. This is done using the process
called “MODELLING” in NLP.
Let us do an activity to understand our perceptual process.
I invite you to look at the image given below .What do you see?

NLP – Is a manual
for your mind and
body. Empowers
you to live easily.

If your answer is a woman’s face, then I will ask how many are there?
If your answer is one then I will ask you to observe carefully.
If you look closely, there are two faces. The face of a young woman looking away and the face of an old woman looking down. If you
had already seen this picture, then you would have probably faced the same confusion. This is because our mind deletes, distorts and
generalizes information. With respect to the above image, if you had seen a young woman’s face then your mind had deleted the face
of the old woman. Your mind had gone into generalizations that this picture is a black and white picture, it is a sketch, may be Indian
ink or sketch pen has been used to draw on a white sheet. The mind had generalized the young woman facing away leaving the old
woman’s face to get distorted.
Understand how this affects our action and behaviour .Before you had seen that there are two faces in the image and after you
perceived the two images. Whatever you had perceived was not correct. What you say about this image is about the two women
and nothing else.
In my seminars I have seen people becoming very confident in their affirmation that what they said is right, until they see the other
face.
As discussed in our article of March 2016, Metamodel is used to understand and fine tune our perceptual process. I am sure that you
know how real life circumstances are complex where time, pressure and other variables need to be handled to have a better
perception.
NLP makes you open up your mind and take control of your perceptual process. This is an important and basic requisite for a person
to act and behave appropriately as well as successfully.
This perceptual process can be shifted and moved to different levels.
Creativity, out of the box thinking, thinking beyond self, moving out of comfort zones, thinking like da vinci, etc happen. This shift is
possible when you can use the process of deletion, distortion and generalization effectively. NLP has laid the basis of a structure. Let
us start from here to scale higher.... (To Continue)
– C.J.Jeyachander, Co Founder BASIX, NLP Master Trainer, ICF Accredited Coach, OD Consultant, info@basixinc.org

Public speaking

is the most feared among all the fears statistically. Is it really that very fearful or just

the anxiety to be in the process and accept the feedback from whom we speak to or is it the fear of unknown process or end result.
Accordingly, it is known that most of us conditionally prefer to be in the known process than explore the learning in the unknown
space. This very reason, may be one major drawback for one to fear to speak in Public. We can however like to overcome the same
and speak with confidence by using in all the resources that is within us
Prepare yourself
Clear all your limiting thoughts and emotions such as fear, shyness and anxiety with the help of a mentor along with building in the
robust feeling of self confidence and self esteem within self.
Once your mind is clear with all these limiting thoughts and feelings, feel fresh and build in the desire to be the great presenter , not
because you need to do but because you want to . This passion will help you to reach the heights of speaking with confidence
With passion and desire in yourself all that you need to do in put in use the knowledge already present within yourself in a well
organized way to present the content that you love and want to speak on.
Use NLP techniques of reframing, perceptual positioning, Meta program to be in a positive state of mind and anchor the same to be
used later when you present. Accept yourself and stop trying to be perfect than work on your improvement, even if be 1 or 2% each
time you present yourself. Remember, you didn’t start the day as fluently as you do today, the day you started to speak. Every
behavior is a learnt one and you too will learn this art of speaking
Prepare your content
Know the content of your presentation like the back of your hand. Know your subject.
Clarify your target group. Who is the audience? What is important to them? What are their values? What is their culture? What are
they moving towards or away from? What are their needs? What are their wants? What do they need to learn to get them from their
present state to their desired outcome? What is the solution that you can offer them?
What knowledge, information, skill, and understanding do you want to communicate?
Write a structured session outline keeping it as simple as possible.
Stay focused on the topic and Time your presentation . Understand that you are in control. The audience has no idea of what you
planned to say so they have no idea of whether you did it right or not, so relax.
Rehearse the presentation out loud in a theatrical manner with big gestures. Make it fun and playful. When you give the presentation
it will naturally get toned down.
Practice at every opportunity then practice some more.

Learn how to model
Think of yourself as an actor going on stage. Each time you have to speak in front of an audience think of it as a practice session but
give it 100%.
Be curious about other presenters. At every opportunity look, listen and feel. Become fascinated with those presenters who have the
skill to sway an audience, whether you agree with them or not.
Use NLP tools and techniques to model the excellence of others and transfer it to yourself.
Treat television and films as the most cost effective training tool you can find. Learn how to model the attributes of those people who
inspire you. See yourself standing in the shoes of your role model. Let their speech patterns become your internal dialogue.
Learn how to build rapport
Learn NLP rapport skills. Pace where the audience is at, then lead them towards your desired outcome.
Starts out slow, to get rapport with the kinesthetic people, pronounce your words carefully for the auditory people and then build up
speed to entrain the visual people. Use your tone, tempo, volume, inflections, accents and pauses to seduce the audience.
Vary the pace of your presentation. Some sentences should be spoken very quickly, slowing down to emphasis specific phrases, while
marking out individual words for impact.
Lead the participants towards your desired outcome with your language but give the illusion of choice. Learn NLP and Ericksonian
Hypnosis language patterns so as to influence your audience.
Don't be known for just giving a good talk but develop a reputation for motivating people to action. Be passionate, if you can't be
passionate then find something else to talk about.
Deliver your presentation with confidence.
Get into state and take in the entire audience.
Tell the audience what you intend to talk about, for what purpose, and then explain how you intend to do that. Have fun, be a little
theatrical and demonstrative. Express emotions. Help the audience to both 'laugh and cry'. Communicate with your body as well as
your voice.
Stand tall like an Emperor and move with purpose. Don't pace aimlessly. Use gestures with purpose. Make eye contact. Involve them.
If you build rapport with the people at the back of the audience then you will have rapport with the entire audience.
Gather information from some of the participants and use it to customize your presentation. Use analogies and metaphors to develop
a deeper understanding of the material being presented.
Anuradha, Co Founder BASIX, NLP Master Practitioner, Hypnotherapist, Hypnobirthing consultant / anuradhabasix@gmail.com

Success Breeds Success Yes! It does. Every human being embarks on life as a single cell, emerged
from a sperm that fertilizes in an egg. Success begins for us from that formation stage itself. You successfully complete 9
months in a nurturing environment; and then it’s a grand success when you finally complete the birthing process and live.
Every breath taken allows you to live further. This has been the success of a mechanism designed so intricately that you
don’t even have to know about it. Just the way you don’t have to know the complete mechanism of the vehicle that you
drive, the product you sell or the appliances / gadgets that you use.
The environment that our planet Earth, parents, teachers and every individual that participate in our upbringing creates, is conducive
to making our living so comfortable, that it feels everything is on Auto-Pilot mode. Due to this unawareness of our surroundings and
even circumstances shaping our daily living, we start taking this success for granted.
I remember sharing this remarkable success story of living our daily lives with a group of youngsters. It did not surprise me to see
their amused faces. One of them was bold enough to say, “What’s the big deal about it and how can you call it a success?” When I
asked them to remember any physical pain or illness they have experienced, almost instantly they agreed that it was a great relief to
recover from it and be their healthy self again. When I asked the same group that would they like it if they get everything they want
on a platter and life becomes absolutely easy for them; and as you might have guessed, all of them happily raised their hands! In the
next instant, when they were asked if they want their computer/mobile games to be easy and yes you guessed it right again, all of
them said what fun is it if there is no challenge and difficulty level in a game.
Yes! We need challenges to make our successes worthwhile…be it in a game or life!
Yet we aspire to be successful without turning our difficulties, fears, situations into challenges that get the best out of us. Let me
explain this with a beautiful story shared by Osho.
It seems, a long time ago, an angry farmer requested God to give him control of the weather for a year. He was fed up of the unruly
weather conditions ruining his crops. God happily agreed and for a year the farmer saw to it that there was enough sun, rains and
wind which he thought was perfect for his crops. Looking at the marvelous growth of his crops, his happiness knew no bounds. At the
time of harvesting the crops, he was stunned and equally puzzled to find empty husks with no wheat! Upon questioning, God
answered, “Because there was no challenge, difficulty, conflict nor friction, and because all was good. You avoided all that was bad.
The wheat remained impotent. A little struggle is a must. Storms are needed, thunder and lightning is needed. They shake up the soul
inside the wheat.”
Collect all your life’s success stories. Actually relish your success. Feel grateful for all those who participated in it, making it happen
and also those who made it difficult, making that success worthwhile. And now when you look at any challenging situation you are in,
allow your past successes and learning to breed new success for you. And most importantly, know you can!
Be it your self-image, relationships, your goals, careers or hobbies; when you look at your own life successes, it will act as a boost for
you to go for it and make it worth your while. Take your successes in your stride. Turn your difficulties and circumstances into
challenges. With the awareness of your success in so many aspects of life, just take that ingredient of success with you and cook the
recipe of life. Make it yummilicious!
Gayatri Kulkarni – NLP Master Practitioner / Coach Life & Executive / Spiritual Practitioner

Is Meditation a waste of time?
If I were to ask this question to a 100 people, I would get a range of answers. Some of them will directly say, “Yes”. Many will say, “I
don’t know”. Some of them will even ask, “What is meditation?”Very few will say, “Meditation is worth investing time in”.
You can check for yourself which category you fall into. Many of us will say, 24hours are not sufficient to do house work, office work,
meeting relatives, friends, paying bills, picking and dropping children. “I can’t afford to close my eyes and sit for meditation. What will
my husband/wife say?”
Consider this.
Whatever, we listen, we do, we experience, goes into our subconscious memory.
Is it Difficult to believe this?
If you had a stressful day, chances are that you would wake up with a stressful dream.
Still you do not believe that it comes from your subconscious mind?
Last evening, you kept your scooter keys somewhere. In the morning, you are searching for it everywhere. You cannot locate it. All of
a sudden you get a thought to go search you bag? Oh, your keys are there… Happy! You consider this as luck or coincidence.
It is much more than that!
From where does this thought to look into your bag come from?
When you had searched everywhere and finally, detached yourself, you silenced your mind. The subconscious mind, which had
registered where the keys were kept, sent the message to the conscious mind and you got the “thought about it”.
Meditation is the process of training yourself so that “you silence your thoughts/mind”.
When your thoughts are reduced, you will feel relaxed not only during meditation even after wards.

I can hear somebody saying, “I tried sitting down with my eyes closed. I couldn’t do anything. I was only getting irritated. I don’t feel
like wasting my time on it.”
Sounds familiar to many of us?
Have you seen a child trying to learn to ride a bicycle? Does the child learn it instantly? It practises in small steps and finally, wow,
the child reaches a full balanced ride….
I can hear another voice, “I can read books on how to do meditation. Why should I pay money to learn meditation?”
You may find books on how to ride a bicycle. Only a super kid can learn to ride to a cycle on his own.
The father/mother/guardian teaches the child. They observe the child on how he is doing it. Each child is different. So, the child is
guided based on what he is doing correct and what needs to be corrected.
This is the role of a Guru/master/guide in meditation
Is meditation a waste of time?
You had a wonderful time at a very happy occasion. You come back home, close your eyes. You keep getting those sweet memories,
not able to sleep. You wake up in the morning with a headache, feeling tired. Sounds familiar?
There is a simple way to manage this. Your meditation guide would have taught you a technique to be grounded and still enjoy the
happy moments.
Is meditation a waste of time?
You had lots of work throughout the day. You wake up the next day. Body is aching allover, feeling low in energy, irritated. I can hear
many of us saying, “Yes, that happens quite often”.
You have the choices of simply popping a pain killer and accumulating chemicals in your body or visiting a doctor or shouting at
everybody at home or investing your time, effort and money for learning and practising meditation to heal yourself.
Your meditation guide would have taught you a technique to rejuvenate your body and mind all by yourself without any expenditure
and move on with your life.
Is meditation a waste of time?

Meditate on it!
Sakunthala – NLP Master Practitioner, HMP Practitioner, Master Hypnotist, Director BASIX Equi Brain Kidz Vidyaranyapura centre

JOURNEY INTO SELF
“One must understand something that even after all this we are growing as life goes on.
How do you think one grows?
Is it only physical growth?”
“When you know where you are going you are almost there.”
“Don’t allow knowing to become knowledge.”
“We are more than what we think we are.”
“Be without thoughts….Be in the moment.”
“Confusion is the first step towards Clarity.”
“Life is a journey. Awareness is the first step.”
“Let go, all that is yours is always yours.”

These are some of the insightful and inspiring statements that have been a part of my journey. The power of words. Timely and
compassionate. There are times when the journey of life loses direction zombie like we keep moving without realizing if it is our path
any more. The voices around us numb our senses to our own life purpose. What do we do on such a journey? Sometimes we crumble
on the side path sometimes we stumble along cutting ourselves and damaging those around us sometimes we grow strong with every
step and catch hold of ourselves. And then there are times when you need a helping hand, a guiding voice.
My life was as normal as the rest of us. Confused, guided by social norms, rich yet shallow. A simple domestic life was slowly
becoming inexplicable. I had skills yet there was a hesitation to go ahead. I needed something but I couldn’t define it. I remember this
day a year or so ago. I couldn’t stand being in college and I couldn’t go home since I would have to explain. Lost and confounded. I sat
in a public park and cried. For no reason at all.
Let me state here, a listening ear is the best balm to a tortured mind. So I sought the help of a coach and mentor to help me out of
the mess of my life. For too long now I had allowed my internal mess to hamper with my domestic, personal and professional life. It
was not so much directionless as trying to find the right direction.
At times we get so caught up in the regularity of life and living the standard life that we forget about any special talents nature might
have bestowed on us. Then we need someone who can help us realize these treasures once again so that we can live a rich and
fulfilling life.

My mentor guided me back to my path one step at a time.
He would toss me a couple of questions and I would ponder over them. Over a period of time I realized that the things I resented and
allowed to pull me back were mostly mundane, made up in my head and perfectly avoidable. As it is, possibly with most of us, we
have built our own cages thought by painful thoughts.
I started exploring myself on paper. A long forgotten skill and passion was revived.
My explorations gradually fine tuned to poetry. Observations, awareness and sensitivity became a mindset.
And today I am a published author with my first poetry book TOSKA.
I have a more sorted sense of self.
I do not hate myself any more when I don’t do what I don’t feel like doing.
I accept myself with my flaws.
I revel in the beauty of my being.
I have lost a lot of unexplained physical problems.
I am braver in my ventures.
I am quicker in realizing my faults and the underlying reasons. My association with Dr.Jeyachander came around through the platform
of training. He has been a guide and mentor in realizing my potential with me and my pen. In his inimitable style, he does not tell you
what to do. Instead he points out the direction and you see for yourself what you need to do.
His motto seems to be “No help like Self help”.
Narinder Kaur – Life Skills Trainer, Author, Speaker, Language Specialist, Co Editor NLP India Today

TOSKA ….The longing for a life lost in the throes of routine. A 100
poems living the life of a woman. Am I talking about woman
empowerment? TOSKA is more. This is about living in the skin of a woman.
A separate gender. Living her uniqueness. Accepting the feelings. Daring
to express in a life conditioned to putting up the made up face. From
Mother to Mists to Tunnels to Valleys to Words to Woman. From Sexuality
to pain to Joy to Prayer. The journey is exhaustive. Give a moment to the
real in you. Face her. Meet her .In the pages of TOSKA.
TOSKA is a maiden venture by Narinder Kaur. Being a woman is her
proudest profession. Though she dwells in public speaking, soft skills
training and English language skills as a side by. In her first poetry book
she has brought together words aroused by observation, awareness and
sensitivity. The self publication has travelled across friends and the most
garnered response is….RELATABLE. Relatable among women, the
gentlemen find it informative too.
You can get your copy at Amazon in paperback and e-book version.
http://www.amazon.in/dp/1482873052/ref=cm_sw_r_fa_dp_fF4hxb1HX5XXW
Follow the author on
https://www.facebook.com/Toska-and-more-516874921847513/
https://thegypsywithinblog.wordpress.com/

CLINICAL HYPNOTHERAPY LEVEL 1 – APRIL & JUNE

CLINICAL HYPNOTHERAPY LEVEL 2

SMART NLP – STUDENT COACH TRAINING

COACHING FOR MANAGERS - ACE

HYPNOSIS – BEECHI TM

HMP – HYPNO MIND POWER – LEVEL 1

MENTOR ON ROAD – JCI BANGALORE & MYSORE CHAPTERS

WITH – Dr.Muthukarupan CII President Mysore & Team

PRESS RELEASE – WITH MENTOR ON ROAD TEAM

OPPORTUNITY FOR YOU…
If you are a NLP Practitioner, Master
Practitioner, Trainer or you have
done/doing lot of work in the field of
mind and most importantly in the
application part, then you are RIGHT
here to make your work spread
everywhere and get recognized.
We welcome contributors for our
monthly news letter.
Write to us now..

Upcoming Events
NLP – Basic & Master Practitioner Certification
NLP Basic Practitioner – 10 - 16 October

info@basixinc.org
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Coaching for Managers and Leaders
September – 17 - 18

DIPLOMA – Clinical Hypnotherapy
C.Ht Level 2 – 17 to 22 August, C.Ht Level 1 – 12-14 August, C.Ht Level 3 – November

DIPLOMA – Past Life Regression Therapy
Level 1 Spiritual Regression – 26,27,28 August

HMP – Hypno Mind Power
HMP Level 1 & 2 – 24, 25 September

422, 7th Main A Block,Milk Colony,
17th Cross, Malleswaram West,
Bangalore – 560055
08023473715, 65732268,9886420936
info@basixinc.org
www.basixinc.org
www.jeyachander.wix.com/basixnlpindia

